BlackBoard – Dan Jones (dcj8)

- We have created a BlackBoard Web site for every Fall Law Course.
- [http://blackboard.cornell.edu](http://blackboard.cornell.edu)

- Faculty may or may not be using this site. Please consult with your instructor.
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- We have created BlackBoard accounts for all law students. You can log into Blackboard by using your NetID and your NetID Password.
During Add-Drop, we will add students to BlackBoard courses once a day. Due to BlackBoard system limitations, we will not be able to remove students from courses that they have dropped. That means two things:
- If an instructor sends an email to students in a course, students who have dropped that course will still receive the email
- Students who have dropped courses will still see them under the "My Courses" heading and will still have access to them.

After Add-Drop has completed, we will remove non-enrolled students from BlackBoard course sites.

This will not affect first year law students.
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- http://BlackBoard.cornell.edu
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- Login
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- The BlackBoard Home page
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- Your “My BlackBoard” page
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- A typical course page